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The active site-dependent electrochemical formic acid oxidation
was evidenced by the increased coverage of Pt in the topmost
mixed PtPd alloy layer of ternary PtPdCu upon potential
cycling, which demonstrated two catalytic pathways only in
one catalyst owing to surface atomic redistribution in an acidic
electrolyte environment.
The design of active and robust electrocatalysts with a low Pt
content for low temperature fuel cell processes has been one of
the bottlenecks for a wide spectrum of applications of this
eﬃcient energy conversion technology.1 It has driven a
signiﬁcant amount of eﬀort. One of the approaches is the
synthesis of Pt-based binary and ternary electrode materials by
alloying a 3d and/or a less noble metal, including a Pt
monolayer on a particle surface,2 a segregation-induced Pt
skin,3 a Pt shell with several atomic layers by dealloying,4 a
defect-free Pt surface by acid-leaching,5 and a rough Pt surface
by potential-induced restructuring.6
Restructuring of bimetallic catalysts under reaction conditions
has been well acknowledged.7 For example, the core–shell
structured RhxPd1 x nanoparticle catalysts can be restructured
by diﬀerent adsorption energy of reactant molecules on diﬀerent
metals and diﬀerent surface energy of metals under dry
conditions.8 Under electrolytic conditions, the potential
cycling-induced surface segregation in an alkaline electrolyte
results in the formation of a Pt shell around a PtxCoy core at
room temperature.9 However, until now, it has been quite
diﬃcult in a ternary alloy with a mixed noble metal alloy
surface to understand the surface atomic rearrangement in an
acidic electrolyte.10 Very recently, we reported the controlled
synthesis of PtPdCu electrocatalysts with a mixed PtPd alloy
surface, which showed enhanced catalytic activity and stability.11
We found the increase of the Pt/Pd atomic ratio in the surface
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region (B3 nm sampling depth) measured by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) under potential cycling and, thus,
the increased coverage of Pt in the topmost layer.12 This unique
characteristic allows us to study the site-dependent electrocatalytic
reaction in situ, such as formic acid oxidation, and understand the
fundamental mechanism in electrocatalysis.
Herein, we report a site-dependent electrochemical formic
acid oxidation reaction on a mixed Pt/Pd alloy surface of
ternary PtPdCu in an acidic electrolyte. The increased Pt/Pd
atomic ratio in the topmost surface layer changes the formic
acid oxidation mechanism owing to the adsorption diﬀerences
for formic acid molecules. Vice versa, this site-dependent
formic acid oxidation mechanism may be developed as a probe
technique to in situ tail the Pt/Pd composition ratio change in
the topmost layer.
The synthesis method of PtPdCu was modiﬁed using a
previously reported method12 including electrochemical deposition
and thermal treatment (ESI,w Fig. S1). Compared with the
previous synthesis, in this case, to avoid the size eﬀect and to
obtain a near-extended ﬂat metal surface (Fig. S2a, ESIw),
the thermal treatment was performed at a higher temperature of
500 1C for 8 hours in 5% H2 balanced with Ar. The bulk
composition of the as-synthesized material with lower Pt content
is 4% Pt, 36% Pd, and 60% Cu (Fig. 1a).
After thermal annealing, high resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM) images showed the formation
of large-size plate-like particles, like an extended metal surface
(ESI,w Fig. S2 and S3). As the sampling depth of photoelectrons excited with Al Ka is roughly about 3 nm or so, the
measured composition given by XPS corresponds to the
composition in the surface region. The XPS studies showed
the increase of the total fraction of Pd and Pt (57%) and the
decrease of the fraction of Cu (43%) in the surface region
(Fig. 1b) compared to those before thermal annealing owing to
adsorption-induced segregation of Pt and Pd in H2 at 500 1C. In
addition, the XRD pattern of PtPdCu showed the formation of
a Cu core upon thermal annealing (ESI,w Fig. S4).
After the thermal treatment, electrochemical potential
cycling was performed (Fig. 1c). A decrease of the Cu peak
in CVs from the 0th to the 250th cycle identiﬁed in Fig. S5a
(ESIw) showed the leaching of Cu in the topmost surface
layers. Notably, the electrochemical active surface area
(ECSA) after the leaching of surface Cu was even further
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Fig. 1 (a) The composition of PtPdCu measured by EDX and ICPMS before and after potential cycling. The atomic ratio of Pt/Pd/Cu
prior to potential cycling is about 4/36/60. (b) Atomic ratio of Pt, Pd
and Cu in the surface region (from the topmost surface layer down to
B3 nm deep) characterized with XPS; the Pt/Pd atomic ratio and the
atomic fraction of Pt increase with increasing number of potential
cycles. (c) CVs of the PtPdCu tubes recorded at 50 mV s 1 in Arsaturated 0.1 M HClO4 after diﬀerent potential cycles. (d) Relative
ECSA calculated with CVs in (c) upon potential cycling (the relative
ECSA was calculated by dividing the ECSA after a certain number of
potential cycles by that at the 250th cycle). The ﬁrst relative ECSA was
obtained after the 20th potential cycle. It clearly shows the increase of
ECSA with the increase of potential cycling. After 1250 cycles, the
ECSA keeps the same.

increased after the 250th potential cycle (Fig. 1c and d; Fig. S5
in ESIw). Fig. 1b shows that the atomic fraction of Cu
measured with XPS is decreased from 44% at the 0th cycle
and 40% at the 250th cycle, suggesting leaching of a very few
subsurface Cu atoms in this process (ESI,w Fig. S6).12 The
TEM image in Fig. S2b (ESIw) upon 250th potential cycling
shows an obvious gully-like contrast diﬀerent from that in Fig. S2a
(ESIw), suggesting the formation of a rough surface upon
potential cycling. Compared with the ECSA after 20 cycles
(about 12 cm2 mgPt+Pd 1), 4 times and 10 times ECSA gains
were obtained after 250th and 1250th cycles, respectively
(Fig. 1d). The ECSA reached the maximum at around the
1250th potential cycle (about 3 h; 250 mV s 1) and then kept
at the same value after the 1250th cycle. The roughness results
from the leaching of surface Cu and the concomitant geometric
restructuring during the potential cycling.6a
XPS studies of the PtPdCu catalyst after a certain number
of potential cycles (Fig. 1b) uncovered an obvious increase of
the fraction of Pt atoms in the surface region at the 1250th
cycle compared with the 250th cycle and showed a continuous
increase upon potential cycling from the 1250th to 2250th
cycle. In fact, the atomic fraction of Pt in the total fraction of
Pt and Pd in the surface region characterized with XPS
increased from 9.5% Pt at the 250th cycle to 35% at the
2250th cycle (Fig. 1b). These results clearly show the enrichment
of atomic fractions of Pt and Pd in the surface during potential
cycling (from the 0th to the 2250th cycle) though the overall
composition of Pt, Pd, and Cu in the whole ternary catalyst
from the 250th to the 2250th cycle does not show an obvious
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change on the basis of energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX) and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS).
The variation of the alloy compositions in the surface region
changed the peak intensity of the shake-up satellite of Pd3d
(ESI,w Fig. S7), suggesting the modiﬁcation of the chemical
environments and electronic structure of Pd atoms. The
enrichment of Pt under electrochemical conditions is decided
by the surface segregation energy of ternary PtPdCu and
adsorption energy of species.10b
Therefore, the enrichment of the surface Pt in the topmost
surface layer can be used to study the site-dependent formic
acid oxidation in situ upon potential cycling.13 For the formic
acid oxidation, it is well recognized that the electro-oxidation
of HCOOH to CO2 proceeds through two parallel pathways:
direct oxidation to CO2 (pathway I) and oxidation to CO2
through the adsorption of the CO intermediate (pathway II).13a,14
In the direct oxidation (pathway I), the HCOOH molecules
dehydrogenate to form CO2 directly through one or more active
intermediates. Alternatively, pathway II involves HCOOH
dehydrogenation to form CO and subsequent electro-oxidation
of the adsorbed CO to CO2 at high potentials. For pathways I
and II, the peak intensity appears at 0.35 and 0.9 V, respectively. However, it is still quite challenging to achieve both
pathways only in one catalyst.
Active sites consisting of neighboring two or three Pt atoms
(dimer or trimer of Pt atoms) are required for pathway II.13b,14
In the case of the surface with low content Pt, the sites of a single
Pt atom surrounded by Pd atoms favor the direct oxidation of
formic acid on these surfaces through the dehydrogenation of
formic acid (pathway I). If more Pt atoms segregate to the
topmost surface layer upon more potential cycles, the density of
dimers and trimers of Pt atoms on the topmost surface is
increased. The increase of the atomic fraction of Pt and density
of sites of dimers and trimers on the surface will enhance the
adsorption of COad on the surface, which favors pathway II and
gives a high current density ic.13b–d Here, electrochemical
measurements of formic acid oxidation were performed on
catalysts, which experienced diﬀerent potential cycles (250th,
750th, 1250th, 1750th, and 2250th) as shown in Fig. 2.
The observed increase of the peak current density ic at
+0.9 V (pathway II) and the corresponding decrease of the
current density if at +0.35 V (pathway I) with the increase of
the number of the potential cycles suggest the increase of Pt
atoms on the topmost surface layer of the catalyst though this
study couldn’t provide the exact concentration of Pt in the
topmost surface layer. Scheme 1 illustrates the migration of Pt
atoms to the topmost surface layer and the switch of the
reaction pathway of formic acid oxidation with the increase of
potential cycles (atomic redistribution on the topmost surface
layer). Notably, the absence of the Cu peak at +0.6 V shows
that there is no Cu in the topmost surface layer. Thus, we can
conclude that the potential cycling forms a mixed PtPd surface
and a Cu-rich core. In addition, it suggested the enrichment of
Pt concentration from the 0th to the 2250th cycle. We believe
that if the potential cycling is performed more than 2250 cycles
the Pt/Pd atomic ratio will still show a detectable change in the
surface region. However, the most sensitive active site for
formic acid oxidation is that with less Pt on the surface
Chem. Commun., 2012, 48, 12062–12064
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Fig. 2 CVs of the formic acid oxidation through the positive scan
after a diﬀerent number of potential cycles. After a certain number of
potential cycles in Ar-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 solution, the electrode
was transferred into Ar-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 + 0.1 M HCOOH
solution, and the polarization curves were recorded. if represents the
peak current intensities of direct oxidation of HCOOH to CO2 in
pathway I and ic denotes the peak current intensities of oxidation to
CO2 through the formation of an intermediate CO in pathway II.

Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of the active site-dependent formic
acid oxidation, the morphology restructuring and surface atomic
redistribution of the surfaces after a diﬀerent number of potential
cycles. The surface roughness resulted in the enhancement of the
ECSA. The relative atomic ratio of Pt to Pd increased continuously
upon potential cycling owing to the atomic redistribution, which
contributed to the diﬀerent formic acid oxidation pathway.

(Pt monomer surrounded by Pd atoms) that is why we design
the starting materials with much less Pt content.
In summary, we have investigated the active site-dependent
electrochemical formic acid oxidation reaction by surface
atomic redistribution upon potential cycling in an acidic
electrolyte. The increased Pt coverage on a mixed PtPd alloy
surface of ternary PtPdCu changes the electrochemical formic
oxidation mechanism and contributes to the peak current
density ratio alteration. This work also suggests a new avenue
for understanding the degradation and the enhancement of
catalytic activity by surface atomic redistribution in the
topmost layer.
This work is supported by the National Basic Research
Program of China (Grant 2010CB934700), the National
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